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100160 MATCH COOLMAX® SOCKS
Breathable/Perspiration wicking/Quick dry.
MATERIAL 80% polyester, Coolmax®, 15% polyamide and 5% lycra. COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE S (37–39), M (40–42), L (43–46).
OLD ART. NO Fristads CMS-928, Kansas 2-670.

100622 MATCH WOOL SOCKS
Specially developed woolen fabric/keeps feet dry and warm.
MATERIAL 80% wool, 15% polyamide, 5% lycra. COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE S (37–39), M (40–42), L (43–46).
OLD ART. NO Fristads US-929, Kansas 2-671.

100585 MATCH SOCKS 3-PACK
Rib-knitted leg/Terry soles/sold in packs of 3.
MATERIAL 70% cotton, 20% polyester, 10% polyamide. COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE S (35–38), M (39–42), L (43–46).
OLD ART. NO Fristads SS-927, Kansas 2-669.

100127 MATCH BOXERSHORTS WITH PRINT
Elasticated waist/Fristads logo on back/pack of 2.
MATERIAL 95% cotton, 5% lycra. COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE S–XL.
OLD ART. NO Fristads BX-962.

100757 MATCH BOXERSHORTS
MATERIAL 95% cotton, 5% lycra. WEIGHT 170 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE S–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-646.

100711 MATCH THERMO WAISTCOAT
Kidney protector/Elasticated back/Chest pocket.
MATERIAL 100% polyester. WEIGHT 180 g/m². COLOUR 540 Dark Navy. SIZE XS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-14.

100775 MATCH THERMO JACKET
Elasticated back/kidney protector/chest pocket/insulating.
MATERIAL 100% polyester. WEIGHT 180 g/m². COLOUR 540 Dark Navy. SIZE XS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-6.

100922 MATCH THERMO TROUSERS
Adjustable waistband/Fly with zip.
MATERIAL 100% polyester. WEIGHT 180 g/m². COLOUR 540 Dark Navy. SIZE XS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-309.
100419 MATCH FUNCTION ZIP PULLOVER
Long-sleeved/Roll neck with zip/Grey contrast seams/Moisture-wicking.
MATERIAL 100% polyester. WEIGHT 160 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE XS–XXXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads OF-788, Kansas 2-643.

100417 MATCH FUNCTION T-SHIRT L/S
Long-sleeved/Roll neck with zip/Adjustable velcro fastener at back/Grey contrast seams/Moisture-wicking.
MATERIAL 100% polyester. WEIGHT 160 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE XS–XXXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads OF-787, Kansas 2-642.

100418 MATCH FUNCTION LONG JOHNS
Long-sleeved/Roll neck with zip/No fly/Adjustable velcro fastener at back/Grey contrast seams/Moisture-wicking.
MATERIAL 100% polyester. WEIGHT 160 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE XS–XXXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads OF-788, Kansas 2-643.

100756 MATCH FUNCTION T-SHIRT S/S
Short-sleeved/Moisture-wicking.
MATERIAL 100% polyester. WEIGHT 160 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE XS–XXXL. OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-641.
100944 MATCH ENGINEERED
LONG JOHNS
Seamless/body-engineered design/jacquard-knit.
MATERIAL 75% polyester 17% Nylon 8% Elastan.
COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL.

100943 MATCH ENGINEERED
T-SHIRT L/S
Seamless/body-engineered design/jacquard-knit/Gen Y logo.
MATERIAL 75% polyester 17% Nylon 8% Elastan.
COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE XS–XXL.

101031 ESSENTIAL FUNCTION
UNDERWEAR SET
Long-sleeved/rounded neck/flatlock stitching detail in contrasting colour.
MATERIAL 100% polyester. WEIGHT 176 g/m².
COLOUR 940 Black. SIZE XS–XXL.
100467 MATCH 3-FUNCTION ZIP PULLOVER
High collar with short zip/long-sleeved/wide cuffs/lengthened back.
MATERIAL 3-function jersey, 58% polyester, 42% cotton.
WEIGHT 210 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black.
SIZE XS–XXXXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads PC-742, Kansas 2-60.

100468 MATCH 3-FUNCTION T-SHIRT L/S
Crew neck/Long-sleeved/Lengthened back/Insulating/Moisture-wicking/Absorbent.
MATERIAL 58% polyester, 42% cotton. WEIGHT 205 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black.
SIZE XS–XXXXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads PC-743, Kansas 2-41.

100768 MATCH 3-FUNCTION T-SHIRT S/S
Lengthened back/Insulating/Moisture-wicking/Absorbent.
MATERIAL 58% polyester, 42% cotton. WEIGHT 205 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black.
SIZE XS–XXXXL. OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-69.

100469 MATCH 3-FUNCTION LONG JOHNS
Elasticated waistband/Elasticated leg ends/Insulating/Moisture-wicking/Absorbent.
MATERIAL 58% polyester, 42% cotton. WEIGHT 210 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black.
SIZE XS–XXXXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads PC-747, Kansas 2-74.

100402 MATCH MICROFLEECE ZIP PULLOVER
Roll neck/zip to top of collar/grey contrast seams.
MATERIAL 100% polyester, micro fleece. WEIGHT 180 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black.
SIZE XS–XXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads MF-796.

100403 MATCH MICROFLEECE LONG JOHNS
Elasticated waist/grey contrast seams.
MATERIAL 100% polyester, micro fleece. WEIGHT 180 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black.
SIZE XS–XXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads MF-797.
100324 MATCH WINDPROOF FLEECE JACKET
Zip to top of collar/adjustable drawstring at hem/elasticated cuffs/2 front pockets/inside pocket/zip in lining to make embroidery and transfer easier.
MATERIAL 100% polyester, polar fleece. Lining of Airtech®, a breathable wind and waterproof material. WEIGHT 400 g/m². COLOUR 940 Black, 540 Dark Navy. SIZE S–XXXL. OLD ART. NO Fristads FE-784.

100816 MATCH BASIC FLEECE
Zip to top of collar/2 chest pockets with zip/2 front pockets with zip/elasticated cuffs/adjustable drawstring at hem.
MATERIAL 100% Polyester, Anti-Pilling-Fleece. WEIGHT 300 g/m². COLOUR 540 Dark Navy, 930 Grey, 940 Black. SIZE XS–XXXXL. OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-883.

100743 MATCH WERTEX WINTER COVERALL «
Dirt and water-repellent/hard-wearing and tear-resistant/colourfast/thermal lining throughout/two-way zip/adjustable at sides/zip access to clothing/2 side pockets/2 chest pockets/2 back pockets/sleeve pocket/double folding ruler pocket.
MATERIAL Wertex - 50% polyamide, 50% cotton, dirt, oil and water repellent, quilted lining. WEIGHT Unlined 240 g/m², Lined 420 g/m². COLOUR 930 Royal Blue. SIZE S–XXXL. OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-58.

100720 MATCH WERTEX POLAR COVERALL «
Dirt and water-repellent/hard-wearing and tear-resistant/colourfast/detachable hood/legs unzip at knee/sleeves with storm cuffs/fur fibre lining in body/thermal silky lining in legs and sleeves/2 side pockets/2 chest pockets/2 back pockets/double folding ruler pocket/2 knee pockets.
MATERIAL Wertex, 50% polyamide, 50% cotton, dirt, oil and water repellent, fibre fur lining. WEIGHT Unlined 240 g/m², Lined 520 g/m². COLOUR 540 Dark Navy. SIZE S–XXXL. OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-37.
100366 MATCH AIRTECH® WINTER JACKET
Wind and waterproof/breathable/nylon reinforcements/zip to top of collar/lengthened back/adjustable elasticated cuffs/drawstring at waist/taped seams/ventilated under arms/zip in lining/2 chest pockets with zip/2 front pockets with zip/inside map pocket with zip and inner mobile phone pocket with earpiece opening and loop/zip in lining to make embroidery and transfer easier/EN 343 class 3/3.
MATERIAL 100% polyamide, water and windproof material that breathes. Quilted lining. Exposed areas are reinforced with nylon.
WEIGHT 400g/m².
COLOUR 540 Dark Navy, 331 Red, 940 Black.
SIZE XS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO Fristads GTX-413, Kansas 2-667.

100770 MATCH CHILL SOFTSHELL JACKET
Windproof/water-repellent/breathable/lengthened back/2 front pockets/2 inside pockets/sleeve pocket/chest pocket with zip and earpiece opening.
MATERIAL 100% polyester stretch, water repellent, windproof and breathable. Backing 100% polyester micro fleece. Reinforced with 100% polyamide.
WEIGHT 360 g/m².
COLOUR 940 Black, 930 Grey, 540 Dark Navy.
SIZE XS–XXXXL.
OLD ART. NO Kansas 2-710.

100005 MATCH WINTER COVERALL
Elasticated drawstring at waist/elasticated cuffs inside sleeves/two-way zip down side of legs/adjustable leg bottoms/detachable, lined hood/2-way zip to top of collar/2 front pockets with flap/2 chest pockets with flap/back pocket with flap/inside pocket/folding ruler pocket/sleeve pocket with zip/reflectors on chest, back and legs.
MATERIAL 70% polyester, 30% cotton, dirt, oil and water-repellent. Lined with fur fibre. Quilted lining in the sleeves and lower part of trousers legs.
WEIGHT 510 g/m².
COLOUR 520 Middle Blue.
SIZE XXS–XXL.
OLD ART. NO Fristads 100-883.
100561 MATCH RAIN JACKET
Detachable hood with drawstring/button and zip fasteners/adjustable cuffs/drawstring at hem/ID-card pocket/2 front pockets/inside pocket with button/mobile phone pocket (EN 343).

MATERIAL: Polyurethane-coated nylon jersey, "stretch".
WEIGHT: 190 g/m².
COLOUR: 540 Dark Navy, 730 Green, 930 Grey.
SIZE: XXS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO: Fristads RS-432, Kansas 2-808.

100559 MATCH RAIN COAT
Buttons and two-way zip/adjustable sleeves/yoke ventilation at front and back/detachable hood with drawstring/concealed ID-card pocket/2 front pockets/inside pocket with button and mobile phone pocket (EN 343 class 3/2).

MATERIAL: Polyurethane-coated nylon jersey, "stretch".
WEIGHT: 200 g/m².
COLOUR: 540 Dark Navy, 930 Grey.
SIZE: XXS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO: Fristads RS-410.

100557 MATCH RAIN TROUSERS «
Detachable and adjustable braces/elasticated waist/belt loops/folding ruler pocket (EN 343).

MATERIAL: Polyurethane-coated nylon jersey, "stretch".
WEIGHT: 190 g/m².
COLOUR: 540 Dark Navy, 730 Green, 930 Grey.
SIZE: XXS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO: Fristads RS-216, Kansas 2-807.

100363 MATCH AIRTECH® ECO TROUSERS »
Waistband with fly, loops and side elastic/2 front pockets with zip/back pocket with zip/2 leg pockets with flap/folding rule pocket/two-way zips on both outside legs - waistband can be opened/rounded knees/legs adjustable at bottom/snow gaiter/reflective piping at back leg/detachable and adjustable elastic braces/all exposed seams are taped.

MATERIAL: Airtech® ECO, 100% 3-layer polyester – of which 41% recycled. Water- and windproof material that breathes. Exposed seams taped. Quilted lining.
WEIGHT: 356 g/m².
COLOUR: 540 Dark Navy, 840 Black.
SIZE: XS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO: Fristads GTE-203.
100364 MATCH AIRTECH® ECO JACKET
Zip to top of collar/taped seams/reflector piping/ventilated under arms/rounded elbows/adjustable cuffs/elasticated cuffs inside sleeves/lengthened back/elasticated drawstring at waist/detachable, adjustable hood/2 front pockets with zip/chest pocket with zip/2 inside pockets with zip, 1 with earpiece opening/map pocket with zip with inside mobile phone pocket and earpiece opening/sleeve pocket with zip/zip in lining to make embroidery and transfer easier.
MATERIAL: Fristads Airtech® ECO, 100% 3-layer polyester – of which 41% recycled. Breathable, Water- and windproof material. Exposed seams taped. Quilted lining.
WEIGHT: 535 g/m². COLOUR: 940 Black, 331 Red, 540 Dark Navy. SIZE: XS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO: Fristads GTE-403.

100374 MATCH GORE-TEX® TROUSERS
Ripstop reinforced rounded knees/adjustable leg bottoms/elasticated waistband and loops/2 front pockets with velcro fastener/back pocket with flap and velcro fastener/EN 343 class 3/3.
MATERIAL: Outer material of GORE-TEX® 100% polyamide, 2-layer laminate. The material is water and windproof but breathable. Net and taffeta lining. Detachable quilted lining. WEIGHT: 130 g/m². COLOUR: 540 Dark Navy, 840 Black. SIZE: XS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO: Fristads GX-217.

100375 MATCH GORE-TEX® WINTER PARKA
Zip to top of collar/adjustable, detachable hood/2 front pockets with zip/2 chest pockets with zip/map pocket/Napoleon pocket/mobile phone pocket with loop for earpiece/inside pocket/concealed ID-card pocket/sleeve pocket/drawstring at waist and hem/zip in lining for easy embroidery and transfer/Approved in accordance with EN 343 class 3/3.
MATERIAL: Outer material of 100% polyamide, 2-layer GORE-TEX® material, a breathable wind and water-proof material. Taped seams. Net and taffeta lining. Detachable quilted lining. WEIGHT: 130 g/m². COLOUR: 540 Dark Navy, 840 Black. SIZE: XS–XXXL.
OLD ART. NO: Fristads GX-408, Kansas 2-711.